
Philadelphia has one of the most awesome 
beer cultures around. Philly’s Annual Beer 
Week is just staring and guaranteed you won’t 
be left without entertainment. 

Out of South Philadelphia have come the 
sandwiches that are considered Philadelphia's 
greatest contribution to the culinary arts. What 
makes them so special? The answer is simple 
- it's the rolls! Deep within South Philadelphia 
are bakeries whose hearths yield Italian rolls of 
unspeakable perfection. Their crust has a medi-
um texture, midway between the hard crust of 
a baguette and the wimpy crust of a packaged 
supermarket roll. And, the interior is soft, with a 
wonderful yeasty taste. These long rolls are the 
essential and irreplaceable ingredient of a true 
Philadelphia sandwich. 

Early each morning, they travel in brown pa-
per bags from South Philly to small sandwich 
shops throughout the city and suburbs. You 
simply cannot make an authentic Philadelphia 
sandwich without an authentic Philadelphia roll. 
You can't freeze it, and you can't ship it. You 
cannot make a true Philadelphia sandwich in 
Los Angeles, or Chicago, or New Orleans, or 
even in New York. If you are more than a 1 hour 
drive from South Philly, forget it - give it up! 

The hoagie is a sandwich that was invented 
in Philadelphia, other states have subs or he-
roes, but none are as good as an Italian hoagie 
from Philadelphia. Slice a fresh Philadelphia 
Italian roll. Sprinkle lightly with oil. Then add 
shredded lettuce, onions, your sandwich fill-
ings, and sliced tomato. Finally, sprinkle with 
oregano, basil, salt, and pepper. A Philadelphia 
hoagie normally contains cheese in addition to 
the specified filling. So, for example, a roast 
beef hoagie contains roast beef plus cheese. 
The cheese is normally sliced provolone. If 
you don't want cheese make sure you say "No 
cheese". Pickles are almost never used in a 
Philadelphia hoagie. Different Hoagie Variations 
are: "Dry" - hold the oil - less fat, but still tastes 
great. "With Mayo" - to many (including me), it 
sounds sacrilegious, but hoagies are occasion-
ally ordered with mayo instead of oil. "No On-
ions" - for certain social occasions - however, 
definitely less tasty. "With Hot Peppers" - add 
sliced hot cherry peppers (medium hot flavor). 
"With Sweet Peppers" - add jarred sweet pep-
pers. "No Cheese" - for those who want to cut 
fat or who don't want to mix cheese with meat 
- still tastes great. "With American Cheese" - 
substitute American cheese for the provolone. 
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“It’s easy to conclude that        Philadelphia’s earliest settlers 
        were hearty drinkers,       but there was a reason for this madness.
                                                   water, for the most part, was undrinkable”


